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Abstract: The cloud computing has become phenomena its consider to be revolution in information technology, the cloud encompasses elements from grid computing, utility computing and autonomic computing, into an innovative deployment architecture. Cloud computing offering easy access and high performance computing and storage infrastructure using web service. This rapid movement towards the clouds has impact in level of security the real interesting question is how to build secure cloud storage where service provider is not completely trust customer. In this paper a comprehensive survey of existing literature for cryptographic storage techniques, benefits and drawbacks in cloud computing is presented.
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I- INTRODUCTION

The rise in networking technology and the need for computing resources have prompted many organizations to outsource their storage [23]. Cloud computing is the availability of computing services over the Internet where user can use the resource available on cloud without having a complete control on them [25,19].

The cloud computing encompasses many service such as infrastructure service (IaaS) where the customer makes use of service providers computing, network or storage infrastructure, Platform as Service (PaaS) where a customer leverages the provider’s resources to run custom applications and finally Software as Service (SaaS) where, customers use software that is run on the provider’s infrastructure[8,9,10].

Researchers in [24, 9] stated that ensuring data security and privacy in cloud environments is crucial and even of legal concerns. Security issues in cloud computing include data security, backup, network traffic, file system and security of host [17].

Cryptography is the art of keeping message secure by changing the data into non-readable forms, cryptography consist of three algorithms, Symmetric-key algorithms, Asymmetric-key algorithms and Hashing [18]. The real appeal of Crypto cloud computing is that the Crypto cloud is considered a new framework for cyber resource sharing. It protects data security and privacy. In cloud environment, crypto cloud computing guarantees the information security and integrity during the whole procedure. Security management of cloud computing can also be performed by authorizing the signatures of every element involved. What’s more, a user can retrieve all related resources by using his QDK key. There is no personal privacy under the current cloud framework [16,26]. Meanwhile, with the development of crypto cloud computing, we can resolve the conflict between services data sharing and privacy security. It opens up new prospects for the development of information sharing technology [15].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces cloud storage. Section III describes security service. In section IV Architecture of a cryptographic storage service is presented. In section V an overview of the benefits of cryptography is given. In section VI drawbacks and weakness of cryptography are mentioned. Section VII concludes the paper.

II- CLOUD STORAGE

Cloud storage is a service where data is remotely maintained, managed, and backed up. Public clouds Storage services such as Microsoft’s Azure and Amazon’s S3 allow customers to shift their data to the cloud by avoiding the costs of building and maintaining a private storage infrastructure. Instead they pay a service provider as a function of its needs. This provides several benefits such as the availability and reliability at a relatively low cost [11, 27].

Figure 1 describes network architecture for cloud storage. It depends on the following entities [7].

- Cloud Service Provider (CSP) A CSP managed the distributed cloud storage servers and database servers on the resources and allow virtual infrastructure to host application.
- Client can benefit from providers resources and make use of it to store, retrieve and share his data.
- Users are permitted to access the content stored in the cloud based on their authorizations provided by the client, these authorize include read write or e-store modified data.

III- Cloud Security Service

When data is store by using the third party the security issue become more challenging and conflicting [7]. The properties of security are Availability, Integrity and Confidentiality. These three properties have become the key concept used in designing secure systems, especially, in the case of cloud computing architecture [20].

1) Confidentiality: It refers only to the authorized parties or systems that allow accessing protected data [21]. Outsourcing data, delegating its control to a cloud provider and making it accessible to different parties increase the risk of data breach.

A number of concerns emerge regarding the issues of multi-tenancy, data remanence, application security and privacy [37]. Multi-tenancy means the cloud characteristic of resource sharing [38]. The cloud computing architecture consists of different kinds of shared resources to enable multiple clients to use the same resource at the same time which presents a number of privacy and confidentiality threats.

2) Integrity: It is a process of protecting data from unauthorized deletion, modification or fabrication. The absence of any alteration in data between the two updates of data records indicating the accuracy and consistency of the stored data, [21]. Authorization is the mechanism used by the system to determine what level of access a particular authenticated user should have to secure resources [37]. According to the rise of the number of parties involved in a cloud environment, authorization is important to enforce data integrity.

3) Availability: It is a term used by computer storage manufacturers and storage service providers (SSPs) to describe products and services which ensure that data continues to be available at a required level of performance in situations ranging from normal to disastrous. System availability includes a system’s ability to carry on operations even when some authorities misbehave [39]. To ensure availability, the system should be able to operate even if there is a security threat. The user of a cloud environment, who is discharged of hardware infrastructure requirements, relies on the availability of the ubiquitous network.
IV- Architecture of a Cryptographic Storage Service

The architecture of cryptography storage consists of three components: a data processor (DP) that processes data before it is sent to the cloud; a data verifier (DV), that guarantee whether the data in the cloud has been tampered with; and a token generator (TG) which generates tokens that enable the cloud storage provider to retrieve segments of customer data. The researchers proposed many architectures for cryptographic storage service in cloud computing below are some of them:

A- Cryptographic Cloud Storage:

Kamara and Lauter [3] suggested a virtual private storage services that would satisfy the standard demands. Most of the demands are done by encrypting the documents stored in the cloud. Such, encryption leads to hardness in both the search processes through documents and the collaboration process in real time editing [3], as show in figure 2.
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Figure (2) Cryptographic Cloud Storage Architecture

This model includes three substantial stages, which are:
1. Data Processor (DP) that processes data before sending it to the cloud.
2. Data Verifier (DV) which ensure data’s integrity.
3. Token Generator (TG) which generates tokens by allowing the service provider to retrieve documents.

B- Associate degree Enterprise architectures

To start Mega corps and partner Corp, the user receives a credential from credential generator. These credentials shall represent information about the user, Mega Corp generates data, and this data needs to be store in the cloud. This data and decryption rule sent to the dedicated machine for processing. In order to retrieve data from cloud, the user requests tokens from dedicated machine. At any time Mega Corp would verify integrity of data, the dedicated machines data verifier is invoked. The next use of the master secret key interacts with storage provider and ascertain data integrity. Here they mention the case when partner corps wishes to access to Mega Corps data the user authenticates itself to Mega Corps dedicated machine and sends its key words then next verified, the certain search is allowed for this partner Crop and dedicated machine sent token in which user used to encrypted files from the service provider, latter it use its credentials to decrypt the file this process is illustrated in fig 3. [12,13].
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Figure 3 decipher the file

C- Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)

The elliptic curve cryptosystem is coined by Koblitz [6] and then Miller in 1985 to design public key Crypto system. Nowadays, it has become an integral part of the modern cryptography.

The security intensity of ECC depends on the difficulty of solving elliptic Curve logarithm problem (ECDLP) and it provides the same level of security that is obtained from RSA with less key size [5]. The key strength is the important factor. Elliptic curve is applicable not only in cryptography but also its involved in prime test and
large integer factorization. Combine the true prime test with elliptic curve to develop good primarily test on windows platform [33].

D- DJSA symmetric key algorithm

The researchers in [31] proposed a symmetric key method which used a random key generator for generating the initial key. This key is used to encrypt the source file. The main ideas in this method is to taking four characters from any input file and then search the corresponding file character randomly. After getting the encrypted message, the encrypted data is stored in another file and MSA algorithm is used for searching random key matrix.

E- Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic encryption allows processing encrypted data on remote storage without decrypting it, this is a very important method especially when it is used for cloud. Homomorphic encryption verifies the data confidentiality in which it is considered main security issue in case of storage or processing data by an untrusted third party, in fact the owner delegate processing without the ability to access [30]

F- RSA algorithm and cloud computing

RSA is considered the most popular and powerful and secure algorithm nowadays and it's useful for networking security. RSA algorithm along with digital signature is applied for providing cloud data security [33]. Digital signature is used for demonstrating the authenticity of document by applying mathematical schema. In case a receiver receive a valid digital signature it's gave the reason to believe the recipient message is send by known sender and the message is not altered. Digital signature is produced by applying encryption software [34]. Finally, the outcome of this process is called digital signature at the end applying RSA algorithm on that and send “cipher text” at receiver side by using RSA private key decrypt the message and public key is used for signature verification [35]. Cloud service and user interacting by using software interface or API [32].

V- Benefit of Cryptographic Storage

Cryptography in cloud computing gives many benefits such as:

1- Confidentiality Assurance:

In a crypto logical storage service, the data is encrypted on-premise by the information processor(s). In this way, the customers will be protected and enforcing confidentiality of their knowledge is preserved, irrespective of the actions of the cloud storage supplier. This greatly reduces any legal exposure for every client and supplier [40].

2- Geographic restrictions:

In a crypto logical storage service, knowledge is barely stored in an encrypted kind, any law that so pertains to the keep knowledge has very little or no impact on the customer. This is really a less legal exposure for the customer and allows the cloud storage supplier to make optimum use of its storage infrastructure, thereby reducing prices [1,2].

3- Subpoenas:

In a crypto logical storage service, since knowledge is stored in an encrypted kind and since the client retains possession of all the keys, any request for the (unencrypted) knowledge should be created on to the customer [14].

4- Reducing Risk of Security Breaches:

Even if a cloud storage supplier implements sturdy security practices, there's always the likelihood of a security breach. In this situation the client might be legitimate accountable. Using cryptographic storage service data in encrypted and data integrity is guarantee at any time. Therefore, a security breach poses very little and eliminates the risk from the client. [36]

5- Data retention and destruction:

In many situations, a client has the responsibility for retention and destruction of data it has collected while this data is been store in could it may be hard to the customer to ascertain the data integrity and ensure whether it was properly discarded. A crypto logical storage service alleviates these issues since knowledge integrity will be verified and since the knowledge necessary to decipher knowledge (i.e., the master key) is kept on-premise. Secure knowledge erasure will be effectively achieved by simply erasing the master data [36].

6. Electronic discovery:

Using cryptographic storage service will verify integrity at any point if a provider has incentive to preserve the data integrity [12].

VI- Drawbacks and Weaknesses of Cryptographic Storage

There are many drawbacks and weaknesses in cloud cryptography these are stated bellow:

1. To guarantee a symmetric key algorithm is important to have proper exchange of private key, any transaction must be finished in secure manner.

2. Compromise of a private key using symmetric key cryptography, every participant has an identical private key one ever increase the participants both risk compromise and consequences increase dramatically [28].
3. Complex computation in case of a large size key.
4. Difficult to access even for legitimate users.
5. High availability: using cryptography affects one of the fundamental concepts of information security, many method works against the threat like denial of service.
6. Using cryptography affects another fundamental concept of information security which is selective access control.
7. Threats that emerge from poor design system, protocols and procedures must be fixed through proper design.
8. Cryptography comes at cost consider both time and money [29].

VII- Conclusion

The common issue and challenge for cloud computing is the security of the cloud environment, many different approaches and models have already been proposed by many researchers. Cloud services providers are now searching for the proper security and privacy mechanisms which would make the cloud atmosphere safe and protected place for their customers and they keep full faith on the cloud service provider. This paper survey the cryptographic storage technology in cloud computing the techniques, the benefits and drawbacks.
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